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Brand Loyalty, Romance, and Tribes

logo, price, packaging, and even the store where the brand is sold contribute to the brand’s
personality. The brand name Obsession gives the cologne ruggedness, whereas Eternity
makes it sincere even though both colognes are from the same maker, Calvin Klein. Indeed,
some of these elements of marketing mix are a way of giving tangible form to the intended
brand personality. Visit, for example, a M.A.C store, and see how young store associates
are “decorated” M.A.C style; more than anything else, these visual ambassadors personify
the trendy, edgy, exciting personality of the brand.

Two examples will illustrate this: Nike’s Air Force One and Menolo Blahnik.
Air Force One No, we are not talking about the presidential plane. We are talking
about Nike’s basketball shoe designed in 1981. By itself it is so plain (a thick sole, some
vent air holes on the top, and a Velcro ankle strap) that unless you knew of it already,
you wouldn’t give it a second look. And while it endured for two decades—thanks to an
occasional lift from hip-hop celebrities—it achieved cult status in November 2001 when
rapper Nelly made it the theme of his single, appropriately titled “Air Force One,” which
became an instant hit. Some lyrics in it include: “You couldn’t get this color if you had a
personal genie. I am a sneaker pro, I love Pumas and shelltoes. But can’t nothin’ compare
to a fresh crispy white pair…” While the company (Nike) has occasionally brought out
limited editions of other colors, the white-on-white, the subject of Nelly’s paean, is now
the most coveted shoe among hip-hop fans and pretenders alike.13
Manolo Blahnik The designer of this high fashion shoe is one of the most revered
shoe designers of the century, but that doesn’t put it on the consumer’s wish list. Rather it
is the roster of its famous fans—Madonna, Patti Labelle, and Winona Ryder. Of course,
what really expanded its circle of admirers is its frequent appearance on the fashionable
TV show Sex and the City.
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2. Consumers’ Social Observations In their everyday life, consumers observe who
is using which products, and then assign the qualities those users to the brand. Thus, if
consumers see a lot of urban youth wearing Diesel brand jeans and clothing, then Diesel will
acquire, in the consumer’s eye, the personality of being urban and youthful. If consumers
also see these same youths (donning Diesel outfits) with conservatively well-kempt hair,
driving nice cars, and patronizing upscale restaurants and clubs, then they would attribute
to Diesel the personality of rich, yuppie, fashionable, sophisticated, urbane, and youthful
(sort of like Banana Republic or Kenneth Cole brands). On the other hand, if they were
to see the Diesel youth donning punk rock hairdos and tattoos, then the personality
attributed to Diesel would be rebellious, unorthodox, on-the-edge and youthful (sort of
like the brand personality of Hot Topic and Torrid clothing lines).
3. Cultural Gatekeepers In every culture, there are a number of public figures who
influence the image of activities, ideas, and products. By adopting a product (without
commercial gains from the marketer), by displaying it through personal use, by taking a
position on it, by praising it or critiquing it, these cultural gatekeepers inevitably define
and influence the brand image for the rest of us.

Further reading: Warren, C. and Campbell,
M. (2014), “What Makes Things Cool? How
Autonomy Influences Perceived Coolness,” J.
of Cons. Res., 41(2), 543-563.

MYCBBOOK

Humans have personalities. Brands
also have personalities. Brand Tag
Heuer “casts” this watch in the
likeness of Internationally known
Chinese actress Zhang Ziyi.
(Used with the permission of Tag
Heuer Watch Company.)

What makes a brand cool? This question has long perplexed marketers. Marketing
scholars Caleb Warren and Margaret Campbell recently provided a research-based answer.
They found that to be cool, brands have to have bounded autonomy. Autonomy can be defined
as having a will of one’s own and acting according to one’s will, one’s character, without being
constrained by consideration of others’ desires or expectations. Others’ expectations are,
naturally, reflective of how things are done by people at large, i.e., what the prevailing norm
is. Autonomy defies prevailing norms. That means to be cool, products or brands must be
unconventional, different from the existing brands in form or in substance.
However, such autonomy must be bounded—that means it should be a modest departure
from the norm, not an extreme departure. It should still not cross over into the zone of the
unacceptable. Unconventional yes, but unacceptable no. Of course, not everyone embraces
cool brands. Researchers also found that only consumers with some need for autonomy
embrace cool brands. Autonomy entails standing apart from the crowd; coolness requires
being on the edge. The two go together.
A brand can be cool either in its substance
WHAT MAKES A BRAND COOL
(brand’s performance and design) or in the
image it creates by association or through
communications. Thus, iPod was cool on arrival
Prevailing Norm
because of its functionality and aesthetics, but
AUTONOMY
also because its ads showed images of silhouettes
(Uniqueness)
of hip people sporting white ear buds. Old Spice
BRAND
Desired
became cool largely due to its unconventional (but
departure from
COOL
not offensively so) ad campaign featuring Isaiah
the norm
Mustafa in The Man Your Man Could Smell Like
BOUNDED
commercials.
(Limits of
departure from
the norm)
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